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Context and highlights for the combined site
Westport Primary School provides all students from Preschool to Year 7 with a safe and happy learning environment. It
has outstanding resources and facilities. Westport is a high achieving school. Students are encouraged to reach their full
potential through high quality teaching, curriculum continuity and a sharp focus on core priorities. Site priorities include:
Reading Comprehension, Mathematics and Student Wellbeing and Engagement. Students come from a variety of socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. Westport Primary School is identified by the Department for Educations as having a
Category 2 level of disadvantage. In 2020, 29.9% of students were from a non-English speaking background. 17.7% of
students identified as having an Aboriginal background and 44.6% of students were eligible for school card. 13.7% of
students were verified as having a learning disability.
2020 highlights
Sports Day at AFL MAX
Disney Musical at The Christian Family Centre
Year 7 Kangaroo Island Camp
Year 5/6 El Shaddai Camp
AFL MAX Camp
Urrbrae excursion
Wellbeing Pupil Free Day
Spooktacular Disco
Beach Day
Fundraising events - family movie night, artwork printing, Disney Raffle
SAPSASA Athletics (winners!), Cross Country, soccer, netball
Community visits - PAFC, Crows, Sea Shepherd
National Simultaneous Storytime - Chicken Divas
Chickens, eggs and The Patch produce
Maths Pupil Free Day
Murals
Interoception
Reconciliation Week learning, Assembly and videos
School sport: basketball and soccer and presentation
Casual Days: Aussie, Wear blue or reuse
Christmas Fun Day
Year 7 Graduation at The Christian Family Centre
Volunteer Morning Tea
Refurbished library
Nunga Touch Carnival
Choir Karoake
Student Teachers
Term 3 Parent Teacher Interviews
Book Week Parade
Zoo Excursion and special activities
R-5 Swimming
Year 6/7 Aquatics
Premier's Reading and Be Active challenge
ICAS tests
Awards Assembly
Rock 'n' Water with Master Tim
Westport News
Westport Clubs: sewing, video star, photography, mini dance troupe
Preschool and OHSC upgrade
Learning Environment upgrades
Staff Yoga - iBalance
Staffroom upgrade and Wellbeing Station
New airconditioning
External School Review
Book Fair
LDAM Partnerships Pupil Free Day and folios moderation
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Governing council report
Chairperson Report - 2020
I am honored yet again to have represented the school community as Chairperson and what an epic year it has been.
Term 1 started out with a BANG - with big plans for what 2020 would bring. A highlight being our annual whole school
beach trip in February which the kids absolutely loved. Our movie night took place early in March and was a great
community event to welcome in all the new families to Westport. Honestly, we were so lucky to get it in before the year
was tipped on its head.
As the certainty of COVID-19 hit, the school’s response was nothing short of incredible. The teachers worked around the
clock to quickly adapt and change so they could begin the task of teaching in an online space. Using Chromebooks
Years 3-7 and the Seesaw app for R-2 students. The school went above and beyond to make sure that all the kids had
the resources for online learning ‘just in case’ and for a few short weeks they were juggling face-to-face learning for 50%
of the students and online learning for the other 50%. I think it is important to acknowledge that this all happened while
the teachers and staff were managing their own family’s needs and commitments. We are immensely grateful to all the
Westport staff for the extra hours spent working to accommodate the needs of the school community; it was going well
and truly above and beyond.
The school’s efforts in making sure that everyone had access to the Skoolbag app to be kept up to date with
communication from the school and the Department for Education was a big focus. As a parent, throughout this time, I
was seriously impressed with the level of communication for the families, receiving almost daily Department and school
updates. The support from the staff and the school didn’t go unnoticed, it is hard to imagine the work that goes on behind
the scenes in order for the kids to be able to continue learning in a safe environment and it was appreciated immensely.
Thankfully we were fairly sheltered in SA and after an extra week of holidays we were back in Term 2. With a few
changes to the norm, the kids were able to head back and enjoy all that Westport has to offer. The school began to live
stream the fortnightly Assemblies on Facebook so that parents did not miss out and I love that this continued for the
remainder of the year.
Reconciliation Week was an absolute highlight and one to remember by all. The theme of ‘In This Together’ was very
fitting indeed. Westport stands by their values of inclusivity and kindness. Lead by Simon, our ACEO, the staff went
above and beyond yet again. This year each building worked on their own gorgeous videos for the Reconciliation
Assembly, which were also shared on Facebook. Every student, in every year level from Preschool through to Year 7,
participated in the learnings. The 64 Indigenous students kicked it off by saying ‘hello’ in the languages of their countries.
The Junior Primary and Preschool sang a tear jerking ‘We Are Australian’, the Middle Primary did their very own version
of ‘You Can Ask That’, the Upper Primary presented a special edition of ‘Westport News’ and if that wasn’t enough the
videos were put into a multi media presentation by Ellie Meich and her partner Matt Axford which then went on to win an
award from Reconciliation SA, which was a mural to be painted by an Aboriginal artist.
The Year 6/7 Community Service groups initiative was started; whereby the student volunteers in their ‘play time’ for five
weeks help out in the Preschool, Canteen, Library or Sports Shed. Thus teaching them the power of community service
and giving back. They all thoroughly enjoyed themselves and really learnt that giving can often be more rewarding for the
one that gives.
The Westport Community Facebook page was dreamed into life and formed early in Term 3. This was to create a
platform for parents/family members of students to ask questions, find information and share community news. The
Facebook page currently has 150 members and has been a happy and safe platform for the community so far.
The Musical was phenomenal; Ms Riley and the team yet again doing an amazing job - the best one yet – the new venue
made it all the more special.
To sum it all up… this year took a lot of resilience and was certainly the year of adapting, learning and evolving. A
massive congratulations to all the staff and teachers. 2020 was not all it was cracked up to be, however once again
Westport has been the light for our kids throughout this ‘COVID-19 pandemic’. This was one for the history books!
A big thankyou to each and everyone of the Governing Council members who have volunteered their time and
contributed to this year's Governing Council. It is appreciated.
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School quality improvement planning
Goal 1 – Target not met 81% (set 85% for Yr 6 PAT-R at Y8 SEA level), however a 2% growth Years 3-7 in PAT-R from
2019. Success Criteria – met. Actions: Still need to refine common practice for students with high reading achievement,
a rich bank of literature for all year levels, meeting a diverse range of learning needs, has been built, UP teachers’
successfully streamlined processes for Literature Circles and modelled Literature Circles for MP classes with the Year 4/5
students experiencing great success. Next steps: a) Refine success criteria so that student evidence can be collected b)
use data with A-E grades to triangulate student outcomes as recommended by LET c) common practice for students with
high reading achievement
Goal 2 – Target not met 54%. (set 70% Year 3 achieve Year 4 SEA PAT-M).92% achieved Year 3 SEA PAT-M.85% Y2-7
achieved SEA or above. Refine Challenge of Practice. Success Criteria – Met. Evidence: Student tracking of Maths
continuum, Top 5 and External Review comments on common language students used and rich tasks. Actions: Met. Next
Steps: a) PD for staff J. Boaler growth mindset b) investigate new curriculum resources (as suggested by LET) c) refine
success criteria for measurable evidence and triangulation
Goal 3 – Target – not met 50% of Y4 students achieved WPS ‘C’ or higher for LLL. Success Criteria – Met. Actions: Met.
LLL data showed in 12 months 97% Y3, 50% Y4 and 73% Y5 at or above Westport ‘C’ level, with 7% of students
improving 2 levels, 75% 1 level and 18% maintaining their level. Next Steps: a) refine success criteria for student
evidence b) use data with A-E grades to triangulate student outcomes as recommended by LET c) investigate new
curriculum resources (as suggested by LET)
Focussing on ATSI achievement in line with SIP priorities, reflected overall results: In Reading, 100% Y6 students
achieved set targets, excluding students with verified learning difficulties. In Maths, 67% Y3 students achieved set
targets, excluding students with verified learning difficulties. In Writing, there are 3 ATSI Y4 students, 1 with a One Plan
due to learning needs and 1 with attendance issues, who did not achieve the set target. This is in line with our non-ATSI
cohorts, highlighting that there is no achievement gap between ATSI/Non-ATSI students at WPS.
Next Steps: Rewrite ALL Goals to include all students and for next 3 year SIP align targets to growth of all students.
Analysis of our SIP using the assessment rubric will sharpen focus and scheduled meeting minutes will track student
achievement which is evidence based.

Preschool improvement planning - review and evaluate
1. Educational Program and practice. We continued to explore and strengthen our shared practices around Pedagogical
Documentation and planning, with a focus on improving learning and planning cycles.
This was achieved through documenting children's weekly interests and play ideas through the use of a floor book to
ensure planning remained relevant to children's inquiries and their interests were followed and extended. This was a
highly successful tool to analyse and document our ongoing cycles of learning at preschool and it enables educators to
reflect deeply and collaboratively on our learning journey.
We also achieved this through using the app Seesaw to communicate and share each child's learning progress with
families by consistently linking and reflecting on each EYLF outcome and the DfE Literacy and Numeracy indicators. This
communication tool was highly beneficial in gathering feedback from all families on children's learning, especially during
the thick of the COVID-19 pandemic in South Australia. From using this tool, educators observed an increase in family
input into our preschool program as families would share photos of their child's learning and interests from home, which
enables educators to critically reflect on and cater for at preschool. We also saw a significant rise in family and
community involvement in our learning program. This included visits to preschool to share their; culture, occupations and
interests with our children.
2. The improvement planning process also highlighted Quality Area 3: Physical Area.
Throughout 2020, we worked with 'Intract Indigenous Contractors' to design new spaces in our outdoor environment to
develop a richer learning setting. We sourced ideas, opinions and feedback about what to add into our outdoor
environment from our children, families and community and documented them in our floor book. From collated
responses, we worked with ‘Intract’ to generate a natural and high-quality environment that fulfilled the needs of our
preschool community and reflected our philosophy. The outdoor upgrade consisted of a new; natural creek area, water
play area, large wooden tepee, mud kitchen space, rock climbing wall, bridge and inviting textured paths.
All staff shared core practises from the 2019 Partnership Day regarding children's identity and enriching their sense of
belonging. We developed a 'Belonging Tree’, which included photos of each child's family. We also developed a 'Zen
Den' quiet space for children to retreat and to further encourage self-regulation strategies. Our 'storage room' was
significantly transformed by investing in high-quality labelled storage to ensure all materials were easily accessible and
neatly visible to educators.
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Improvement: Aboriginal learners
17.7% of our students identify as Aboriginal learners. We have a 1.0 ACEO.
We addressed Key Element 4 of the ALAR: Applying Evidence-Based, Learning Interventions
Intervention Assistant Principal oversees all programs, and staff, which are evidence based.
All students are mapped in all areas for intervention.
All students have individual reading, writing and numeracy targets each term to measure against standardised tools.
Screening tests identify learning needs and areas for intervention for all students.
Student Review class spreadsheets are updated each term, for all students.
All students are encapsulated for high learner achievement through our Early Years, Literacy and Maths Agreements and
whole school approaches/initiatives.
High expectations and 'wrap around' holistic approaches to ensure inclusive learner achievement.
Actions:
Levelled Literacy Intervention (SSO), Multi-Lit for students with verified and evidence based Dyslexia (Teacher), Class
support as identified through IESP funding (SSO) - students met reading targets with spelling improvement, reading
growth over term results
Writing - Literacy support for verified students with learning needs (Teacher), Multi-Lit for students with verified and
evidence based Dysgraphia (Teacher) - students achieved writing targets set against Language and Literacy Level
Oral Language - Speech & Language programs as provided by Speech Pathologist (SSO) and Heggerty Phonemic
Awareness Program (R-2 Teachers) - improved Phonics Check achievement
Quicksmart Maths (SSO), Natural Maths Intervention for students verified and evidence based Dyscalculia (Teacher),
Maths Enrichment (Teacher) - number fact fluency, achieved numeracy targets
What's The Buzz?(SSO), Girlwise(SSO), Breakfast Club (ACEO), Nunga Club(ACEO), cultural lessons/units of work
(ACEO), Rock 'n' Water (Tim Brenton), Sensory Space (SSO/Teacher), Interoception (Teachers), Better Buddies
(Teachers/AP), mentoring (Tim Brenton)
ATSI achievement in line with SIP priorities: Reading, 100% Y6 students achieved set targets, excluding students with
verified learning difficulties. Maths, 67% Y3 students achieved set targets, excluding students with verified learning
difficulties. Writing, there are 3 ATSI Y4 students, 1 with a One Plan due to learning needs and 1 with attendance issues,
who did not achieve the set target. This is in line with our non-ATSI cohorts, highlighting that there is no achievement
gap between ATSI/Non-ATSI students at WPS.
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Performance Summary
NAPLAN Proficiency
The Department for Education Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) is defined as children and young
people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level. For NAPLAN, this is students
achieving in proficiency bands 1 or more above the national minimum standard for reading and numeracy.
The graph below identifies the percentage of non-exempt students enrolled in the school at the time of
NAPLAN testing, who have demonstrated achievement in NAPLAN proficiency bands at or above the SEA for
reading and numeracy.

Reading

*NOTE: No NAPLAN testing was conducted in 2020.
Data Source: Department for Education special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings,
August 2020.
Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less than six across
all cohorts.
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Numeracy

*NOTE: No NAPLAN testing was conducted in 2020.
Data Source: Department for Education special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings,
August 2020.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less than
six across all cohorts.

NAPLAN progress
The data below represents the growth of students from 2017 to 2020 in the NAPLAN test relative to students
with the same original score, presented in quartiles.

Reading
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Upper progress group

29%

28%

25%

Middle progress group

42%

59%

50%

Lower progress group

29%

*

25%

Data Source: Department for Education special extract from Data Reporting & Analytics Directorate, August2020.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort (shown with an asterisk). Due to rounding of percentages,
data may not add up to 100%.

Numeracy
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Upper progress group

33%

33%

25%

Middle progress group

62%

46%

50%

Lower progress group

*

*

25%

Data Source: Department for Education special extract from Data Reporting & Analytics Directorate, August2020.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort (shown with an asterisk). Due to rounding of percentages,
data may not add up to 100%.
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NAPLAN upper two bands achievement
This measure shows the number of non-exempt students enrolled at the time of NAPLAN testing who have demonstrated
achievement in the relevant NAPLAN higher bands.

No. of students who sat No. of students achieving in % of students achieving in
the test^
the upper two bands
the upper two bands**
Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Year 3 2019

19

19

9

8

47%

42%

Year 3 2017-2019 Average

25.0

26.0

12.0

9.0

48%

35%

Year 5 2019

33

33

11

9

33%

27%

Year 5 2017-2019 Average

33.7

33.3

10.3

8.3

31%

25%

Year 7 2019

35

37

10

8

29%

22%

Year 7 2017-2019 Average

29.0

29.3

7.0

6.3

24%

22%

*NOTE: No NAPLAN testing was conducted in 2020.
Data Source: Department for Education special extract from NAPLAN SA TAA data holdings, August2020.
^includes absent and withdrawn students.
*Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.
**Percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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School performance comment
There is no Year 3, 5 or 7 NAPLAN data to report on from 2020.
PAT Maths data showed 85% of Y2-7 students achieved at or above the SEA level. Our SIP goal of 70% of Y3 students
to achieve the Y4 PAT Maths SEA was not met but 94% of Y3 students were at or above the Y3 PAT Maths SEA level.
PAT Reading data showed 82% of Y3-7 students achieved at or above the SEA level. Our SIP goal of 85% of Y6 students
to achieve the Y8 PAT Maths SEA was not met but 86% of Y6 students were at or above the Y6 PAT Reading SEA level.
Using Language and Literacy Levels to improve and moderate student writing R-7 showed continued improvement from
2019 despite growing in enrolment 29 students. 42% of students have achieved the Westport 'C' level compared to 40%
in 2019. 20% of students achieved above the Westport 'C' level, which is equal to 2019 and 38% of students did not
achieve the Westport 'C' level, compared to 40% in 2019.
Running Records R-3 showed significant improvement in R, 1 and 3. 54% of Reception students. 93% of Y1 students
met our Westport end of year target by the end of Term 3, compared to 82% in 2019. 83% of Y2 students met our
Westport end of year target by the end of Term 3, slightly lower than compared to 89% in 2019 and 84% of Y3 students
met our Westport end of year target by the end of Term 3, compared to 61% in 2019.
Year 1 Phonics Check results improved 12% from 2019 and in 2020 83% of Year 1 students met or exceeded the
expected achievement of 28/40.
Our External School Review was extremely positive and outcomes were written: "Westport Primary School demonstrates
a whole-school culture of continuous improvement, strong sustained leadership, clear school-wide processes and
structures, whole-school accountability, and strategic and aligned professional learning. Expectations of students are of
the highest level, while aspiration in student achievement characterises the culture. The school is well-positioned to
refine established highly-effective practices, whilst exploring new possibilities for the future."
We were given two directions:
Direction 1
Further strengthen agreed SIP pedagogical actions that enable all teachers to effectively plan and consistently teach at a
high level across R-7.
Direction 2
To meet the learning needs of all students, continue development of high-impact teaching and learning strategies aligned
to the school’s pedagogical framework, with a focus on high learning bands.
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Preschool attendance
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2017 centre

90.9%

87.5%

87.6%

93.2%

2018 centre

93.5%

88.0%

87.9%

91.1%

2019 centre

83.5%

90.4%

87.1%

92.3%

2020 centre

88.6%

88.8%

87.3%

90%

2017 state

90.5%

88.2%

85.9%

87.2%

2018 state

90.7%

88.3%

87.0%

87.2%

2019 state

90.3%

87.4%

85.8%

86.4%

2020 state

89.3%

82.0%

84.8%

85.9%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

School attendance
Year level

2017

2018

2019

2020

Reception

92.1%

90.8%

92.7%

90.8%

Year 1

93.0%

91.3%

91.0%

90.5%

Year 2

93.9%

89.9%

90.2%

90.0%

Year 3

89.7%

95.8%

90.4%

90.4%

Year 4

92.5%

87.3%

92.6%

87.3%

Year 5

90.7%

91.6%

90.9%

90.9%

Year 6

91.6%

91.1%

90.2%

87.6%

Year 7

92.1%

92.6%

89.6%

89.0%

Total

92.0%

91.4%

90.9%

89.7%

Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Semester 1 attendance.
NOTE: A blank cell indicates there were no students enrolled.

Attendance comment
Despite COVID our 2020 attendance rate was 89.7%, which was only 1.2% lower than 2019. We had a few students
who were chronic non-attenders and unfortunately no improvement was made for these individuals despite our best
efforts and multiple referrals.
We have continued to use the same stringent strategies to support attendance and punctuality. These include:
* daily SMS messages sent to parents of students who have not attended and the reason is unexplained
* phone calls
* weekly tracking by Leadership
* formal letters sent home where there are attendance concerns
* incentives such as awards and prizes to encourage students to be at school every day
* home visits to meet with families and develop strategies to support them in getting their children to school
* in extreme cases, referrals are made to the department
We will continue to promote a culture where students want to come to school and will strive to maintain our
attendance rate improvement.
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Preschool enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2017

27

29

32

33

2018

31

34

32

34

2019

35

34

35

35

2020

41

41

40

40

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Preschool enrolment comment
In 2020, our preschool had an enrolment of 40 children. Our cohort comes from a diverse range of cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, with approximately 12.5% ATSI, several families from non-English speaking backgrounds,
several families from non-English speaking backgrounds and approximately 15% receiving an allocation of support
funding for speech, behaviour or developmental needs.
Our Occasional Care Service has increased the numbers of families enrolling at the Preschool. This, together will
family connections, the school community, responsiveness to family needs and flexible booking schedules have also
supported high numbers of families accessing our service.

Behaviour support comment
We pride ourselves on our inclusive and positive culture which supports a safe and happy environment. We are
dedicated to preventing all forms of bullying and harassment using Rock and Water, Better Buddies and various
teacher intervention strategies. The Deputy Principal's role oversees student behaviour and uses a restorative
approach. Other pro-active social skills development programs such as 'What's the Buzz?' and 'Girl Wise' are
implemented as needed via teacher referral.
Extreme inappropriate behaviour is dealt with swiftly with specific consequences particularly in regards to high levels of
physical violence. In 2020 there were 45 suspensions: 31 threatened or perpetuated violence, 2 threatened good
order, 3 threatened safety or wellbeing, 9 acted illegally and 2 exclusions for threatened or perpetuated violence. In
2021, we plan to introduce a small self-funded complex needs class to address the specific needs of a few particularly
violent and complex students. We will also introduce 3 proactive Wellbeing Leaders for our 3 levels of schooling.

Client opinion summary
• People respect each other at this school - 96% agree or strongly agree
• Teachers and students treat each other with respect at the school - 96% agree or strongly agree
• I feel like my child is important to the school - 94% agree or strongly agree
• I receive enough communication from the school - 86% agree or strongly agree
• The school communicates effectively with me - 87% agree or strongly agree
• I know what standard of work the school expects of my child - 97% agree or strongly agree
• Teachers a this school provide my child with useful feedback about their schoolwork - 96% agree or strongly agree
• I have useful discussions with the school about my child's learning- 90% agree or strongly agree
• I talk with my child about what happens at school - 100% agree or strongly agree
• The school provides an opportunity for me to have input about my child's learning - 87% agree or strongly agree
• Overall, my child has a good routine around reading, studying and learning at home - 98% agree or strongly agree
• I think that education at school is important to my child's future - 100% agree or strongly agree
• I feel equipped to help my child plan what they will do after they leave school - 86% agree or strongly agree
• The school encourages parents to help students to learn - 95% agree or strongly agree
• The school provides me with useful tips on how to help students learn at home - 83% agree or strongly agree
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Intended destination from Preschool
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)
1203 - Westport Primary School

2017

2018

2019

2020

85.0%

96.0%

96.4%

100.0%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term3 2020 collection.

Intended destination from School
Leave Reason

Number

%

Employment

0

NA

Interstate/Overseas

7

11.1%

Other

0

NA

Seeking Employment

0

NA

Tertiary/TAFE/Training

0

NA

Transfer to Non-Govt School

5

7.9%

Transfer to SA Govt School

51

81.0%

Unknown

0

NA

Unknown (TG - Not Found)

0

NA

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS) Data extract Term 3 2020.

Destination comment
NA- see table

Relevant history screening
Westport vigilantly adheres to DfE Relevant History Screening requirements as set on DfE website.
All staff have required DfE screening. These are recorded into the Management Portal. Reminders are sent in
advance for staff to reapply if their screening is due to expire.
Volunteers and external providers have to provide DCSI screening evidence that is kept on site and is current.
Always in a 'line of sight'.
Identification must always be worn.
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Qualifications held by the teaching workforce and
workforce composition
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas

36

Post Graduate Qualifications

7

Data Source: Department for Education HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 3 2020 .

Please note: Staff who have more than 1 qualification will be counted more than once in the above qualification
table. Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be more than the total number of teaching
staff.

Workforce composition including Indigenous staff
Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

0.0

22.4

1.6

8.7

0

25

2

12

Full-Time Equivalents
Persons

Data Source: Department for Education HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 3 2020 .

Financial statement
Funding Source

Amount

Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth

$569,655
$4,525,214

Parent Contributions

$228,444

Fund Raising

$30,549

Other

$49,819

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS).
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2020 School Annual Report: Tier 2 Funding Report*
*Tier 2 funding provides additional resources to support students who are unlikely to obtain the desired outcomes without further support.

Tier 2 funding
section

Targeted funding for
individual students

Targeted funding for
groups of students

Program funding for
all students

Other discretionary
funding

Tier 2 category (where applicable
to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2020 funding was used to improve the relevant Outcomes achieved or progress
Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) outcomes
made towards these outcomes

Improved wellbeing and engagement

Using a whole school approach to build teacher capacity in teaching Maths by releasing 3
teachers: JP, MP and UP to coach and mentor teachers in classes and work with small
targeted student Maths Enrichment groups.

Improved outcomes for students with Genre Writing Schedule, explicit teaching using consistent writing program, individual
student writing targets, whole school moderation twice a year.
an additional language or dialect

Consistent teacher practice, living Maths
Agreement, Top 5 for every Maths topic
Students meeting individual writing
targets and improving LLL writing levels.

Inclusive Education Support Program

Intervention Assistant Principal managed 8 programs lead by teachers and SSOs to provide PAT Maths and Reading results improved
individual support for targeted students.
for individual targeted students.

Improved outcomes for
- rural & isolated students
- Aboriginal students
- numeracy and literacy including early
years support

ACEO provided support for ATSI students and families, including attendance, wellbeing
and engagement.
Early Years Assistant Principal supported EY team with training and resources to
implement Heggarty Phonemic Awareness Program in EY classes, targeted dedicated
Literacy Block and invested in decodable readers for all Reception and targeted Y1
students. IESP support was diligently provided by matching SSOs to students on flexible
and intentional timetabling.

Growth in Running Records and Y1
Phonics Check results. 100%
participation and engagement by
students in Heggarty program.

Australian Curriculum

1.0 release for 3 Maths teachers to Coach and mentor rich tasks and problem solving in
classrooms and have small targeted Maths Enrichment groups.

Growth in PAT Maths, 85% of students
Y2-7 were at or above Year level SEA.

Aboriginal languages programs
Initiatives

No funding

NA

Better schools funding

Better Schools funding supported us to fund more intervention for students not meeting
literacy and numeracy targets and diagnosis/es. Programs: Quicksmart Maths, Levelled
Literacy Intervention, Dyslexia program.

Increased reading levels and PAT Maths
and Reading growth.

Specialist school reporting (as
required)

No funding

NA

Improved outcomes for gifted students No funding

NA

First language maintenance &
development
Students taking alternative pathways
IESP support

2020 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2020 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

Educators engaged in phonemic and phonological awareness training focusing on developing emerging
literacy skills using the Heggerty program.

Consistency in practice from whole preschool
team. Documentation of improved
phonological awareness skills.

Using Seesaw app was an inclusive practice to share child development in numeracy and literacy.

Increased communication and involvement
with our families and community in our
learning program.

IESP funding was used to regulate complex behaviours and support speech and language programs.

Speech and language was tracked and
improved throughout the year.
Routines were developed for specific
behaviour needs.

NA

NA

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Improved ECD and parenting outcomes
(children's centres only)

Inclusive Education Support Program

Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

